Fred Burkhardt Says:

Don't lay aside your bill for dues but pay it just as soon as possible. If you are not able to do this, please write us to that effect.

There is a possibility that a few bills for dues went astray or were not delivered because of an incorrect address; therefore, if you did not receive your bill, will you kindly write to me, giving your address, and at the same time (in order to save yourself an additional stamp) paying your dues. Remittances should be mailed to F. A. Burkhardt, secretary, Box A, Rocky River, Ohio.

If the Association is to continue to grow and carry on even more successfully in the future than it has in the past, the cooperation of each and every member is necessary. Does such an urge apply to you? Have you contributed your share of personal interest and active service to the building up of our Association? If you haven't, now is the time to begin.

First of all, have you secured a new member for the Association? Why not make an effort to do this? You fully realize the benefits derived from the Association and also the worthiness of the work it is doing. It offers so many material advantages, besides the spirit of good fellowship, you certainly can prove to a brother greenkeeper that a membership in this organization is highly desirable.

Another opportunity to bestir yourself in doing your bit, is in helping to bring the Death Benefit Fund up to a one hundred percent membership. This fund is handled similar to those of other large fraternal organizations and is, indeed, worthy of any efforts you are able to extend in promoting it.

The price for this insurance is very low, within the reach of everyone, yet it offers prompt payment at the time of death when it is needed. The amount of insurance paid, depends wholly on the number of members paying into the fund and for this reason, we are desirous of having a one hundred percent membership.

This is probably just the chance, you have been seeking, so join the Death Benefit Fund, and thereby enter into a new insurance, without any of the bother generally entailed. Whether you join this fund yourself, or get another member to join, you will be showing loyalty, which is so important to every organization.

The N. A. G. A. life insurance is the cheapest you can buy, because all the money received is paid back without overhead costs or other expenses.

We are ready and eager to supply all information and details, that you desire, concerning this insurance fund and memberships. ACT NOW.

PACKED for Protection—Preservation—Identification

Two of our Bents in 50-lb. tin canisters, enclosed in strong wooden boxes

Two Outstanding Bents

Triple A Bent

This is a comparatively new strain of Agrostis capillaris that produces turf of the same beautiful color and texture as Velvet Bent. The seed we offer has been remachined for the elimination of weed seeds and has a purity of over 99%. It has been an outstanding plot at our trial grounds.

Seaside Bent (Coos Co. Strain)

This is a true strain of Agrostis maritima (now known as Agrostis palustris) that has produced some of the finest greens in America. It is a creeping, quick-growing grass producing a closely matted turf of fine texture and beautiful color. As all Seaside Bents are not alike, the plants showing considerable variation, it is necessary to obtain seed of known quality from a reliable source. Our personal representative in the collecting areas passes on all seed supplied us.

Other Turf Grasses of Known Quality

South German Bent Colonial Bent Fancy Red Top
Chewing's N. Z. Fescue Kentucky Blue Rough Stalked Meadow
Special Bent Formulas for Putting Greens and Fairways

Remember — All our seeds are of the highest quality, obtained direct from the most reliable sources of supply and are botanically true to name. All seeds are new and are cleaned and reclined until they are brought up to the highest possible state of purity and germination, special care being given to the elimination of weed seeds.

Write for our Special Prices to Golf Clubs

Stump & Walter's
Specialists in Golf Grass Seeds, Fertilizers and Equipment
132-138 Church St. (at Warren St.) New York